Radio surveys are widely used to study active galactic nuclei. Radio interferometric observations typically trade-off surface brightness sensitivity for angular resolution. Hence, observations using a wide range of baseline lengths are required to recover both bright small-scale structures and diffuse extended emission. We investigate if generative adversarial networks (GANs) can extract additional information from radio data and might ultimately recover extended flux from a survey with a high angular resolution and vice versa. We use a GAN for the image-to-image translation between two different data sets, namely the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST) and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) radio surveys. The GAN is trained to generate the corresponding image cutout from the other survey for a given input. The results are analyzed with a variety of metrics, including structural similarity as well as flux and size comparison of the extracted sources. RadioGAN is able to recover extended flux density within a 20% margin for almost half of the sources and learns more complex relations between sources in the two surveys than simply convolving them with a different synthesized beam. RadioGAN is also able to achieve subbeam resolution by recognizing complicated underlying structures from unresolved sources. RadioGAN generates over a third of the sources within a 20% deviation from both original size and flux for the FIRST to NVSS translation, while for the NVSS to FIRST mapping it achieves almost 30% within this range.
INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of quasars (Schmidt 1963 ), active galaxies have been a very active field of research. Active galactic nuclei (AGN) belong to the brightest objects in regard to persistent emission in most wavelengths. For a better understanding of AGN and quasars, high-resolution and high-sensitivity surveys are needed in several bands. Especially radio emissions are of interest in order to further investigate jet formation and powering. Thus both single-dish radio telescopes (Hachenberg et al. 1973; Nan & Li 2013) and radio interferometric arrays (Thompson et al. 1980; Napier 1994 ) are operated to gather more data. Since the angular resolution is limited by the diameter of E-mail: nglaser@student.ethz.ch the telescope, or the span of the array configuration, more extended instruments are needed for surveying smaller structures. Therefore, most existing radio interferometric surveys are sensitive to only a limited range of spatial scales due to the finite number of baseline lengths used for the observations. Often, different surveys with different array configurations are used to observe the same object in order to obtain measurements with different angular resolution and surface brightness sensitivity. The difference in uv-coverage from different interferometric array configurations, and thus different baseline distributions, will result in the fundamental loss of information in different angular scales. This presents the true limit for the translation of aperture synthesis imaging from a survey using one array configuration to that of another array configuration.
The assumptions made in the most widely used methods for image reconstruction from interferometric observations can lead to losses in surface brightness sensitivities, astrometric accuracies, and image dynamic range. Factors such as radio frequency interference (RFI), strong emission from complex regions such as the Galactic Plane as well as associated sidelobes further compound the loss in sensitivities and accuracies.
The most common deconvolution method used in aperture synthesis imaging is the Clean algorithm (Högbom 1974; Clark 1980; Schwab 1984) . Clean is a computationally-simple algorithm which assumes that all sources are well-separated point sources which can each be represented by a single basis function. The limitations of Clean's assumption of Gaussian dirty beams provides the main limitation on the achievable reconstruction of low signal-to-noise sources and as such, the dynamic range of the imaging (e.g Oberoi & Pinçon 2003; Rau et al. 2016) . As Clean cannot model diffuse emission as point sources, the final restored image include structures that are not deconvolved by Clean. Hence, the Clean residuals are not fully representative of the image quality. Furthermore, the sidelobes from neighbouring sources are assumed to have no effect on the position of other sources. This can lead to the issue of 'clean bias' where the peak flux densities are systematically lowered as Clean constructs artificial source components from the sidelobes of real neighbouring sources. In practice, surveys such as the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al. 1994; White et al. 1997) reduce 'clean bias' by implementing shallower Clean thresholds. However, this typically leads to images with reduced surface brightness sensitivity and higher RMS noise.
While there are now several variations and extensions to the original Clean algorithm (Bhatnagar & Cornwell 2004; Cornwell 2008; Offringa et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016 ) that have been developed to improve upon the cleaning of both point and extended sources, these algorithms are complex, computationally expensive and do not produce consistent results when implemented in an automated fashion. More recently, new cross-disciplinary methods such as those from compressive sensing (e.g. Pratley et al. 2018 ) have been developed with the aim of addressing some of the limitations faced by the Clean method of image reconstruction.
Instead of developing another method for image reconstruction which accounts for all the random and systematic characteristics inherent in real interferometric observations, we investigate whether advanced deep learning methods are able to improve upon the surface brightness sensitivity and angular resolution of images reconstructed from synthesis observations. One of the main advantages of a machine learning model such as a generative adversarial network (GAN), is its ability to learn identify low signal-to-noise features in images. For example Schawinski et al. (2017) demonstrated that it is possible to train a GAN to recover image features from artificially degraded optical images with worse seeing and noise levels.
In this paper, we test whether we can gain any improvements in surface brightness sensitivities and angular resolution through the translation of 1.4 GHz images of radio sources observed by the same instrument (Very Large Array; Thompson et al. 1980) at the same narrowband frequency (1.4 GHz) but via two different array configurations which are sensitive to different distributions of angular scales. Specifically, we compare the images from the FIRST survey which uses the VLA B-array configuration to that of the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) which uses the VLA D-array configuration, in the overlapping region of sky surveyed by both surveys. The maximum baseline of 1 km for the VLA D-array results in a synthesized beam of 45 and sensitivity to sources up to 16.2 in size, while the 10 km baseline of the VLA B-array is sensitive to source structures that are smaller than 120 with a synthesized beam of 5 . FIRST has very good point source sensitivity, while NVSS has better surface brightness sensitivity. As such, it is fairly complicated to compare observations from one survey to the other. However, it may be possible for a GAN to improve the surface brightness sensitivity of the FIRST images. Schawinski et al. (2017) found that a GAN was able to recover higher-resolution image features in optical images beyond the deconvolution limit. Inspired by these results, we also test whether it is possible for a GAN to recover the higher angular resolution maps from the NVSS observations. Applications of deep learning methods to radio astronomy has so far revolved around developing automated radio source extraction and classifications (e.g. Lukic et al. 2018; Alger et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018 ). Here we do not perform any source extraction nor classification but we investigate: 1) whether we can recover more diffuse emission that is currently missing from the FIRST survey images through a GAN that is trained to better understand the low signal-to-noise emission in noisy images; and 2) whether it is possible to obtain further improvement in angular resolution from the NVSS survey images. While the superior synthesized beam of the FIRST survey provides more accurate radio source -host galaxy associations, the insensitivity to low surface brightness emission makes FIRST galaxies a less attractive sample for the studying the evolution and integrated properties of extended radio galaxies. We expect that the GAN will learn all the image artifacts that result from both the survey pipelines such as residual sidelobe patterns from calibration errors and/or dynamic range issues; striping because of bad data or RFI; as well as potentially complex emission regions such as the Galactic Plane. The impact of such image artifacts may result in the GAN producing less accurate translations. Further discussion of such uncertainties can be found in Section 4. If our proof-of-concept study is proven successful, it could mean that the application of a GAN post-image reconstruction can help mitigate the limitations introduced by the computationally-simple Clean method of image reconstruction.
We define our methods and results in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 discusses the successes and limitations of our proof-of-concept method as well as future applications. Finally, a summary and conclusion is presented in Section 5. After preprocessing, the data is fed into the network. The generator tries to generate the desired output, and the result is then evaluated by the discriminator, which is in turn connected to the generator with a feedback loop. For training the inverse translation the cutouts for NVSS and FIRST need to be swapped. During testing only the generator is used for both translations.
METHODS

Generative Adversarial Networks
RadioGAN was originally based on the standard architecture for conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN; Goodfellow et al. 2014; Reed et al. 2016) as proposed by Isola et al. (2016) . A GAN is a deep learning algorithm, which trains two neural networks simultaneously. Since GANs were introduced by Goodfellow et al. (2014) , they have become a widely used tool for image-to-image translational tasks. A schematic illustration of RadioGAN can be seen in Fig.  1 . The generator learns to map between the input and the given desired output during the training phase, thus effectively learns to fake output images. The adversary of the generator is the discriminator, whose sole purpose it is to estimate the probability that a given sample was generated rather than coming from the training set. The discriminator therefore learns to tell real and fake images apart. By training both simultaneously using backpropagation while creating a feedback-loop by making the discriminator part of the generator 's loss function, complex losses are used automatically. Thus a two-player minmax game is played, which in an ideal case converges to the generator recovering the training data distribution and the discriminator being equal to 1 2 . For training all networks, Adam (Kingma & Ba 2014), a stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithm, is used. This method has proven itself extremely useful and effective for both generic image-to-image translation tasks (Isola et al. 2016) , and on astronomical data (Guo et al. 2017) more specifically. GANs have also shown to be a promising approach to speeding up computationally intensive problems (de Oliveira et al. 2017; Mustafa et al. 2017) . GANs might soon become a standard instrument for digital image processing, since their results for noise reduction, contrast improvement, and image enhancement in general often surpass those of conventional methods. Both the usability and the performance of GANs are improved currently, which makes them an even more versatile tool with an extremely promising future.
GAN Architecture and Training
In previous work of this group a GAN was used to deconvolve SDSS images beyond the deconvolution limit (Schawinski et al. 2017) or to perform point source subtraction (Stark et al. 2018 ). We adopted a standard GAN architecture at first. As a result of both the data sets being substantially different and the vast difference in objectives of this project compared to the above mentioned projects, this standard architecture was not well-suited for the given task. To avoid overshooting and to eliminate artifacts, we lowered the learning rate and adjusted the weight parameter of the loss function by increasing the relative importance of the L 1 -norm. Overshooting is a phenomenon occurring if the parameters of the gradient descent algorithms are unbalanced, whereas artifacts, chequerboard-like patterns, are a result of overlapping deconvolution patches. Since the majority of the radio cutouts consist of background, we implemented some further modifications in order to make the GAN focus. Additionally we adapted some other parameters, like the size of the training set, the size of the hidden layers, or the number of epochs, in order to account for diversity of the data and the complexity of the mapping. The specific architectures that we used and their characteristics are described in Section 3, and the corresponding parameters are given in Appendix A. Training for each run was done on a single NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU and took on average 13 hours for the normal training set. Training with the extended training set took 22 hours.
Data Selection and Preprocessing
We estimate a 5σ surface brightness sensitivity at 1.4 GHz for FIRST and NVSS to be 18.7 K and 0.69 K, respectively. Our estimated surface brightness sensitivities assume the rms of FIRST and NVSS to be 0.15 mJy beam −1 and 0.45 mJy beam −1 , and the synthesised beam for FIRST and NVSS to be 5 arcseconds and 45 arcseconds, respectively. As NVSS has a much better surface brightness sensitivity than FIRST, we extracted the data set sources from the original NVSS catalogue. Furthermore, since from the two surveys NVSS has a lower angular resolution, the source catalogue mostly has single entries for sources that have multiple entries in FIRST. Additionally, there are fewer artifacts in NVSS than in FIRST. For a further discussion on the difference between the two surveys we refer to Condon (2015) . The corresponding images of the listed sources were obtained via the NVSS ftp service. A FIRST cutout of the same sky section had to exist, without adding the requirement that the source had to be listed in the FIRST catalogue as well. Thus there are NVSS cutouts with a clearly visible source that correspond to a FIRST cutout in which there is no distinguishable source present, which is due to the difference in surface brightness sensitivity between the two surveys. The source was only used if it was not located too close to an image border in either of the cutouts, such that data for the entire 424 2 pixels cutouts was available, corresponding to a minimum distance of roughly 200 pixels between the central source and the image border in all directions. Additionally, we checked that there were no blank pixels and that the file did not display any irregularities, such as an anomalous header format.
In the field of machine learning, input images are typically pre-processed and re-scaled. As such the original input flux units were transformed into a set of arbitrary units prior to input into RadioGAN. Scaling was performed to enhance feature recognition by the GAN by rescaling the dynamic range. Thus source detection and recognition in RadioGAN is based on the relative brightness differences along the preprocessed arbitrary flux unit. Therefore the resulting pixel values were used as basic measurables during most of this project, mainly for the evaluation of the different RadioGAN architectures in Tables 1 and 2 . The images displayed in this work are shown scaled for better contrast and easier comparison. For the final evaluation of RadioGAN a back conversion of both flux density and size was applied to demonstrate that those quantities are conserved. Since extreme outliers have a significant degrading effect on the performance of neural networks, a final cut was applied concerning the value of the brightest pixel of the NVSS cutout, which had to be below 1.4 arbitrary units. This upper limit was determined by statistics, since less than 0.5 % of the data was cut this way, while ensuring a smooth distribution of the values without outliers. By enforcing a smooth distribution of values of the brightest pixels, we ensured that the input data would always lie in a similar range. The GAN performs best with all input being within a small range, and ideally so between -1 and 1, or 0 and 1 (Sola & Sevilla 1997) . Thus an appropriate scaling of the data was necessary. After comparing the distribution of the brightest pixel value for 7000 cutouts, the arcsinh stretch (Eq. 1), with scaling factors of Λ NV SS = 300 and Λ F I RST = 5000, respectively, was found to be the best fit since it resulted in a nearly Gaussian distribution, with all brightest pixel values lying between 0 and 1. x max refers to the maximum pixel value across all cutouts from a survey over the entire training set.
Due to the different angular resolution, one set of the cutouts had to be regridded. We decided to do so because it is easier to compare images of the same size, both pixeland object-wise, and because the GAN-architecture could be designed more flexible this way. Since the NVSS cutouts had a lower angular resolution, they were regridded using bicubic interpolation. If FIRST cutouts were regridded to a lower angular resolution, information would be lost. The final images were 424 2 pixels in size, corresponding to a range of 12.7 in both right ascension and declination. We prepared four data sets: a normal training set (6,570 cutouts), an extended training set (10,000 cutouts), a validation set (745 cutouts) to find the optimal architecture and parameters of the GAN, and a test set (1,000 cutouts) for the final evaluation. We distributed the sources from a given data pool randomly into the different sets.
In addition to the data sets composed of NVSS and FIRST measurements, RadioGANs performance was also evaluated on simulated observations of complex sources. The simulations were performed to further test Radio-GAN on typical observations of extended radio galaxies.
Observations of the well-known radio galaxy Cygnus A (Jennison & Das Gupta 1953) have been simulated both for the VLA D-and the B-array configurations using CASA (McMullin et al. 2007) and are displayed in Appendix B. RadioGAN can then be used to translate and predict the observations from one array configuration to the other. Since Cygnus A is an extremely bright radio source, it would have been considered an outlier in terms of flux density, and therefore would have been excluded from the data set. However, for this additional proof-of-concept, this source was used because it is well-studied and reduced archival observations using the same VLA array configurations (as those for the NVSS and FIRST surveys) are publicly-available. We adapted our rescaling accordingly.
While the most useful part of this work applies to complex extended sources, point sources were not excluded so that RadioGAN would learn to recognize intrinsically compact sources as well. From the sources listed in the NVSS catalogue the majority are visible as point sources in FIRST, and correspondingly the majority of the data set cutouts contained a point source in FIRST. In the presented work the data sets were not preselected in order to reflect the actual source composition and to ensure the broad applicability of RadioGAN.
Evaluation
A reliable method for evaluating both the validation and the test set had to be developed, both for improving the GAN architecture as well as for interpreting the final results. Image-to-image translation is a young field of research, with first automatic translations done in the early 2000s (Efros & Freeman 2001) . Due to the different objectives of translation tasks and the complexity of images in general, there is no single standard evaluation method for generated images yet. Thus a combination of different measurements had to be applied for a conclusive analysis. We used very simple and widely applied full-reference quality metrics, namely the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is given on a logarithmic scale. With the data consisting largely of noise, those measurements were by themselves not yet meaningful for the performance of the GAN. Therefore we used an additional approach for image similarity assessment, and the astronomically crucial ability of the GAN to recover both the angular sizes and the flux densities of the sources was evaluated.
The Structural Similarity Index (SSIM; Wang et al. 2004 ) was developed for image quality assessment which would account for the underlying signal structure, as opposed to normal Minkowski error metrics. The SSIM was designed to incorporate known characteristics of the human visual system. It is composed of three terms, that represent luminance, contrast and structure comparison. In its simplest form each component is weighted equally, resulting in:
where µ corresponds to the mean intensity and σ to the standard deviation. The constants C 1 and C 2 are included to avoid instabilities and are equal to (K i · L) 2 , where L is the dynamic range of the pixel values and K i is a small number (K i 1). For RadioGAN we used this form of the SSIM. SSIM values can range from -1 to 1, with -1 being the comparison of an image to its intensity inverted counterpart, 0 indicating two completely unrelated images, while a SSIM of 1 can only by obtained by comparing an image to its exact equal. Since two corresponding outputs of the data show the same object, there is already a structural similarity between the FIRST and NVSS images. Therefore we also evaluated the SSIM improvement ratio Θ, which corresponds to the difference in SSIM normalized by the total possible difference. Negative values for Θ indicate an deterioration of the SSIM. We defined it here as:
To compare the recovered angular sizes and the flux densities, we need to extract the corresponding sources from both cutouts. This proved to be a rather complicated task due to the large ranges of both size and flux density values, the possible shifts in position of the sources, the extreme differences of mean flux density and background RMS, and most importantly the possibility of complete absence of a source in one of the surveys. Thus, simply extracting the source by defining a threshold was not a reliable method. A visual inspection of the sources where the threshold method failed entirely showed that most of these faint sources could still be approximated with a circular or elliptical shape. Thus we decided that a two-dimensional Gaussian fit was the best option for a reliable automated source extraction at a low computational cost.
Here x o and y o indicate the position of the peak, σ x and σ y are the standard deviations in both dimensions, A corresponds to the amplitude and C denotes a constant offset. After the scaling of the pixel values, the median of the rather small cutouts differs from zero in most cases, and thus the constant offset was added to obtain a better fit of the sources. We used the volume V of the Gaussian fit as a measurement of the flux density S, and likewise D was used for size comparison. For fast and reliable fitting, we had to implement sensible upper and lower limits and reasonable initial guesses for all parameters. Those were different for either NVSS or FIRST cutouts, and we optimized them such that the same source was fitted in both cutouts, even when there might be a slight shift in position and vast differences in size and amplitude.
While the source extraction algorithm always found a source in the NVSS cutouts, it failed for some of the FIRST cutouts since only noise was fitted. Those failures can be explained by the absence of some sources in FIRST, since it was not required that each of the selected sources in the NVSS catalogue has an equivalent in the FIRST catalogue. Upon visual inspection of the entire test set it was found that 32% of the original FIRST cutouts do not contain a distinguishable source. Thus there was a lower threshold set for the flux density. We determined this threshold by visual inspection of the extracted sources, and set it to roughly 3 mJy (corresponding to 350 arb. units) since below that value the brightest noise pixels were fitted. The percentage of source extraction failures (corresponding to the absence of a source in the cutout) for at least one of the sources (generated and/or original), is displayed in Table 2 for each run as Source Extraction Failure (SEF). Those cutouts were thus excluded from measurements characterising RadioGANs performance in regard to flux density and size in Table 2 , since otherwise fitted noise would be compared. While source extraction failed if no source was visible, the image-to-image translation might still be successful. All cutouts were included in the figures for the flux density and size analysis. Another difficulty for source extraction is the fitting of complex sources. By fitting with a simple Gaussian, the complexity of resolved or marginally resolved sources can not be adequately described. However, those cutouts were always included in the measurements, as not to bias the analysis of RadioGANs performance towards unresolved sources.
For flux density and size comparison we took the logarithm of the flux density-and size-ratios. Those measurements are primarily meaningful for the spread of ratios, whereas the mean is only relevant to recognize systematic over-or underestimation. Additionally we measured what percentage of the generated sources would be within a 20% deviation of the original flux density, size or both. Those quantities are denoted as S 20 , D 20 and B 20 in Tables 1 and  2 , and are given in percent of the total evaluated data set. Another important method of evaluation was the visual inspection of the results. While not quantifiable, this proved very effective for parameter modification, since it is often easiest to detect phenomena like overshooting or the presence of artifacts by eye. For the visual assessment of the results, two different kinds of images were analyzed: 1) The original scaled cutouts, which correspond to the actual input and output of RadioGAN, which have neither been zoomed in nor colored in order to avoid any sort of biasing of the perception. 2) Zoomed in cutouts dsplaying the central source, which have been colored to enhance visualisation of the source structures. For both translations, a number of examples of both kinds of images are displayed in Section 3. Since the two-dimensional Gaussian fit did not differentiate between single, double and more complex sources, this was also done by visual evaluation. We took the evaluation measurements over a 90 2 pixels region for the generated NVSS cutouts, while for the generated FIRST cutouts a region of 70 2 was chosen. The reason for the choice of those specific sizes was that all the sources, including double sources and more complex structures, should be contained within the region, while making it as small as possible in order to minimize the relative weight of background. Often we tested several combinations of parameters, but only one is displayed for each run. Due to fact that GAN training is to a certain degree a process depending on randomness, the evaluations of the different runs are only snap-shots. In order to obtain more significant measurements a cross validation could be done for each run.
RESULTS
FIRST to NVSS
Initially we used a standard GAN architecture, which was optimized for image deconvolution and denoising. For the task at hand this architecture proved ineffective, resulting in tremendous overshooting and the intense development of artifacts for the NVSS to FIRST translation. These runs are named standard. Thus we lowered the learning rate and increased the weight of L 1 -norm loss to avoid these phenomena. Those runs can be found under the name opt. standard, and they showed promising source generation. The evaluation of each run can be found in Table 1 . Nevertheless the GAN was not yet optimally focused since the majority of the cutouts consisted of noise. Thus we added a focus region, which weighted the L 1 -norm loss in the central 70 2 pixels more heavily. This specific size was chosen since the show some interesting cutouts where RadioGAN failed at generating accurate corresponding structures. Brightness intensity is shown inverted. As we wish to portray the true inputs and outputs of RadioGAN in this figure, the images were neither scaled nor colored, thus we recommend that the reader employ the zoom function within the electronic copy of this paper for greater clar- The top three cutouts show examples where RadioGAN generated the structure correctly, the bottom two show unsuccessful source generation, where either flux density or structure deviate significantly from the original. Both sources were fitted with a two-dimensional Gaussian, which is indicated here by the white contours. Close double sources were fitted as one elliptically shaped source, as seen in the third example. Sometimes the sources were further apart in one of the cutouts, so that one was fitted individually while in the other cutout they were fitted together. Those cases significantly deteriorated both flux density and size ratios. The bottom four images show more complex structures, where for some RadioGAN was not able to reconstruct the underlying structure accurately. Brightness intensity is shown inverted. As we wish to portray the true inputs and outputs of RadioGAN in this figure, the images were neither scaled nor colored, and thus we recommend that the reader employ the zoom function within the elec- Figure 5 . Original source in FIRST (left) and RadioGAN generated source (right), with pixel scale for comparison to the NVSS cutouts. The top three cutouts show examples where RadioGAN generated the structure correctly, the bottom two show unsuccessful source generation, with the last one showing an example of original double sources being generated as a single one. Both sources were fitted with a two-dimensional Gaussian, which is not shown here for a clearer view. Close double sources were fitted as one elliptically shaped source. Sometimes the sources were further apart in one of the cutouts, so that one was fitted individually while in the other cutout they were fitted together. Those cases significantly deteriorated both flux density and size ratios. Circular sources often have a diameter of less than ten pixels, whereas their NVSS counterparts often span over 40 pixels. majority of the sources in NVSS were contained within. Results improved upon this modification, and can be found under focus region. We added a second focus region with a size of 30 2 pixels, since most of the FIRST sources were enclosed there. This did not significantly improve the results, which are named second focus. Later some further modifications were done, namely weighting under-and overestimation differently (under/over), and adding a second discriminator concentrating on the central region (D focus). We deemed those adjustments reasonable since for the NVSS to FIRST mapping they resulted in a considerable improvement, and thus might also be beneficial for the inverse task. After finding a well-balanced set of parameters for the loss functions, we tested some additional alterations, namely increasing the number of hidden layers in the generator, enlarging the data set or extend the training by adding more epochs. Those runs can be found under the names hidden layers, training set and more epochs, respectively. After we evaluated all of the runs mentioned above, a combination of the above mentioned modifications was deemed the optimal architecture for the FIRST to NVSS translation (named final). This resulted in about 45% of the extended flux density being recovered within a 20% deviation of the original, while over half the sources deviated less than 20% from the original size. The test set cutouts yielded an average SSIM of 0.766, and the PSNR average was 21.01. Several examples can be seen in Fig. 2 , both successful translations and interesting failures. Some source extractions are displayed in Fig. 3 . The generated cutout of Cygnus A is displayed in Appendix B, and additional examples of translations of complex sources can be found in the Appendix C. Over a third of the generated sources are within a 20% margin in scatter for both sizes and flux densities. It should be noted that there is no simple relation between flux density and size of a source, so that generating a source within a 20% size margin does not automatically result in the source being within a 20% flux density margin. RadioGAN is able to recover the flux density to size distribution fairly well, as can be seen in Appendix D.
RadioGAN is able to recover the overall flux density distribution very well, and does also generate outliers, but those deviate more significantly from the original values than average sources do (see Fig. 6 , left). The peak density distributions for the flux density to flux density plots match very well, as can be seen on the right in Fig. 6 . For quantitative analysis of the flux density distribution we performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Kolmogorov 1933; Smirnov 1948) , which resulted in a KS statistic of D = 0.048 with p = 0.694. Thus flux densities of the generated NVSS sources appear to come from the same parent distribution as the original NVSS flux densities, implying that the surface brightness sensitivity of a more sensitive survey is recovered by RadioGAN. To check whether RadioGAN simply convolved the sources from the FIRST cutouts with a wider kernel, we compared the flux density from the generated NVSS cutout to the flux density of the original source in FIRST, as well as their respective sizes. Since the clusters in Fig. 6 are not densely concentrated on a linear slope, but rather spread over a wide range, the GAN does not simply convolve the sources with a larger kernel. Thus is seems to be able to learn a more complex rela- Figure 6 . Flux density distribution of RadioGANs generated NVSS sources (red) and original NVSS sources (blue) versus flux density from the original FIRST sources, with the black line corresponding to x = y. Left: RadioGAN is able to recover the distribution fairly well. It also generates outliers, and thus does not avoid extreme cases. However, RadioGAN generates fewer sources with an extremely high flux density than present in the data set. Right: Zoom-in of the left panel, corresponding to the region enclosed by the green rectangle, with the source distribution shown as density contours. RadioGAN is able to recover the distribution very well, with the maxima coinciding. The deviation away from the x = y line is consistent with the detection limit for point sources in the NVSS survey. Figure 7 . Original flux density (x-axis) versus obtained flux density (y-axis) distribution for the entire test set. Left: RadioGAN generated sources; Right: sources obtained by Gaussian convolution. While the flux densities obtained by RadioGAN are densely concentrated along the x = y axis, with a relatively small number of outliers among the 1000 sources of the test set, the results of the Gaussian convolution deviate significantly from the x = y line. There are many sources which are tremendously underestimated, which can be explained with translations of cutouts for which there was no easily distinguishable source visible in FIRST.
tion between the resolved structures and their extended flux.
In order to compare RadioGAN to its non-machine learning equivalent if that corresponded to simply convolving the sources with a Gaussian, the test set cutouts of FIRST were convolved with a Gaussian kernel, and the resulting cutouts were analysed. Their evaluation results are displayed in Table 1 under gaussian conv, and the obtained flux densities are compared to RadioGAN in Fig. 7 . The Gaussian convolution performs significantly worse than RadioGAN in all metrics that were used. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 7 , the GAN-generated flux values are largely consistent with a one-to-one relationship to the true flux values measured by NVSS, while a simple convolution of the FIRST observations to the NVSS beamsize (right panel of Fig. 7) show significantly greater scatter in flux values relative to the original values measured by NVSS. In particular, the simple convolution of fainter sources (where log S NV SS < 3 mJy) results in highly inaccurate flux values because the convolution includes the additional positive and negative flux values that originate from the FIRST imaging sidelobes that were insufficiently cleaned. This results in only 5.2% of the sources being within a 20% flux density margin, compared to 33.9% of the sources obtained by RadioGAN. To illustrate the nonlinearity of the translation further, the size to size distribution of the entire test set is shown in Appendix E. It can be seen that the resulting size of the source extraction for many sources in FIRST is very small, which often corresponds to cutouts where the source is not easily distinguishable. Those cutouts correspond to a large range of source sizes in NVSS, so that no simple relation is recognizable. Thus a linear translation, such as Gaussian convolution, cannot result in accurate source sizes by definition of the problem. These non-linear relations make a deep learning model such as RadioGAN an ideal tool for the translation between radio surveys.
NVSS to FIRST
While the RadioGAN was able to do the FIRST to NVSS translation satisfactory after a light modification of the standard GAN architecture, this was not the case for the NVSS to FIRST translation. This result is unsurprising due to the angular resolution limitations set by the maximum baseline of VLA D-array configuration. In addition to the diffraction limit of the D-array observations, the low surface brightness sensitivity of the FIRST observations were also insufficient for revealing extended diffuse structures. Nevertheless, we explored the introduction of different weights and focus regions to fully rule out our ability to repeat the results from Schawinski et al. (2017) , where image features finer than the deconvolutional limit were recovered.
We discovered by comparing the difference in mean brightness and rms between the generated cutouts and the original cutouts that RadioGAN tends to lower the mean and to reduce the standard deviation. The generated images often have a smaller dynamical range of the pixel values, resulting in decreased contrast, and most sources are underestimated in flux density. While this phenomenon could be controlled by increasing the weight of the discriminator in the loss function, which is more favourable towards extreme values than the L 1 -norm, we chose another approach as to eliminate artifacts that would have been generated due to the dominance of the discriminator. Thus we varied the weighting of under-and overestimation, resulting in a increased loss for underestimation by a factor of 1.2. Due to the increased weighting of the L 1 -norm in the central region of the image, more complex structures were often blurred out with diffuse or non-continuous edges, as they were sometimes fragmented. Therefore we applied a second discriminator only on the central 30 2 pixels. We tested several parameter combinations, as well as different proportions of discriminator-to generator-training. Even though the second discriminator eliminated some negative phenomena, there was no overall improvement for the combinations that were tried since other effects worsened. Thus the second discriminator was not used further, since training an additional neural network also increased the computational costs. If perfectly equilibrated, a second discriminator could potentially improve results, since it could be focused such that it might counteract certain unwanted phenomena.
Furthermore we tested if adding layers to the generator or training on a larger set would improve the results. Both of the runs hidden layer and training set resulted in good overall performance. Additionally we tested if training more epochs would improve results, which was not the case. Thus for the run final an architecture with additional hidden layers was chosen and RadioGAN was trained on the extended training set for 30 epochs. The evaluation measurements can be found in Table 2 . The NVSS to FIRST translation resulted in an average PSNR of 26.22, and over 40% of the sources were generated within a 20% margin of the original size. Almost 30% percent of the generated sources were within a 20% deviation of both the original size and flux density. One should keep in mind especially for complex structures that a distance of about eight pixels corresponds to a single pixel in the original NVSS data! Thus RadioGAN can extract remarkable information. In some of the examples, as displayed in Fig. 4 , it can be seen that double sources can be recognized even if in NVSS they visually appear to be a single, circular source. RadioGAN recognized Cygnus A as a resolved, extended double source, as can be seen in Appendix B. Additional examples of results for the NVSS to FIRST translation of complex sources can be found in Appendix C. 68% of the translations succeeded in mapping single, double, or non-distinguishable sources, or complex structures to the same category. RadioGAN succeeded in recognizing NVSS cutouts with a clearly visible source that would translate to a cutout without a distinguishable source in FIRST in 95% of the cases. Thus RadioGAN seems to recognize the difference in surface brightness sensitivity of the two surveys. Radio-GAN rarely (1.5% of all cases) generates sources that have no counterpart in the original FIRST cutout. Overall the NVSS to FIRST translation was satisfactory, even if the generated cutouts are visually distinguishable from the originals.
DISCUSSION
Success and Failure
After analysis of cutouts that were within the top or the bottom 1% in regard to a certain evaluation measurement, we found several commonalities. Examples for the top and bottom 1% for several categories can be found in Appendix F. For the FIRST to NVSS translations RadioGAN performed well, with the majority of the generated sources within a 20% margin both for size and flux density, on circular sources that were easily distinguishable from the background. This was the case for original NVSS cutouts with very dark background and FIRST cutouts with Figure 8 . Flux density distribution of RadioGANs generated FIRST sources (red) and original FIRST sources (blue) versus flux density from the original NVSS sources, with the black line corresponding to x = y. Left: RadioGAN is able to recover the distribution fairly well. It also generates outliers, and thus does not avoid extreme cases. However, RadioGAN generates fewer sources with a rather low flux density than present in the data set. Right: Zoom-in of the left panel, corresponding to the region enclosed by the green rectangle, with the source distribution shown as density contours. RadioGAN is able to recover the distribution fairly well for sources with higher flux densities in FIRST, but unfortunately underestimates faint sources. Those cases often correspond to cutouts where RadioGAN does not generate a visible source. Towards higher flux densities in FIRST the RadioGAN generated flux densities converge to the x = y line. This can be explained by the flux densities lying above the surface brightness sensitivity thresholds of both surveys, which results in sources that are easily measurable by both FIRST and NVSS. Below a certain threshold, the flux density of the sources is not recovered by FIRST and thus the obtained values range down to almost zero, as only noise is fitted.
bright, easily visible sources. RadioGAN failed in majority of cases where there was both a very bright (as in higher pixel value average) background in NVSS and an almost visually indistinguishable source in FIRST. The smaller the difference between the darkest (background) and the brightest (source) pixel, the worse the GAN performed on average. Therefore one could assume a direct correlation between RadioGANs performance and the contrast of the test cutout. More complex structures, such as double sources or extended visible jets, did not pose that much of a problem for the FIRST to NVSS translation. There were several double sources contained in cutouts among the top 1 % in several categories. Several sources in one cutout only seemed to pose a problem if a extremely faint source was close to a fairly bright one. Also the translation from point-like sources in FIRST to complex structures in NVSS failed more often than for circular NVSS counterparts. RadioGAN tended to generate background significantly different from the original cutout if the original background was either very bright or very dark compared to average cutouts. For the NVSS to FIRST translation the majority of the generated sources were within a 20% margin in regard to flux density for single circular sources that were significantly brighter than the brightest interference background. RadioGAN failed on some double sources and on complex structures, and often avoided generating a source at all for faint sources in NVSS. Table 2 . Evaluation measurements of central 70 2 -pixel cutout for different runs of NVSS to FIRST given asx ± σ x . All measurements were taken on the validation set, except for run final, where the test set was evaluated. S 20 , D 20 , B 20 and SEF are given in percent, and PSNR is given on a logarithmic scale. In general, it can be concluded that RadioGAN failed on sources where there was not enough information contained in the cutouts to learn about a more complex underlying structure. Those failures are often encountered when the FIRST and the NVSS cutouts differ substantially, so that one would not visually recognize that they show the same sources. Additionally the absence of certain complex structures in the training set explain the GANs failure due to insufficient training. An improved training set would need to be extended in order to avoid under-representing complex sources. Problems in the surveys, such as sidelobe patterns or dynamic range limitations, might also have a substantial effect on RadioGANs performance. Some failures can be explained by factors arising from those problems. For example complex emission regions, such as the Galactic Plane, might cause a very different background than that of a region without any extended emission that is very bright. The simple metrics used for RadioGANs evaluation will not be as effective in these regions. For instance, both the NVSS and the FIRST integrated flux densities, as found in the survey catalogues, include correction factors to account for 'clean bias'. No such correction has been performed for the evaluation of RadioGAN. Besides, a purely physical explanation could quite likely be the reason for some failures. It is possible that there is simply not enough information contained within the cutouts for some translations, e.g. that the signalto-noise ratio is too low in one of the surveys. Nevertheless the GAN is able to learn complex relations between the data of the two surveys, and is able to recover the flux density of NVSS in almost half of the translations.
Run
Radio Data
RadioGAN performed well on the FIRST to NVSS translation with over half of the generated sources within a 20% margin of the original size, and achieved some surprisingly good and sometimes reasonable results for the NVSS to FIRST translation. Our finding that RadioGAN is able to better translate from FIRST to NVSS than from NVSS to FIRST is consistent with our understanding of the limitations of radio synthesis imaging. While the VLA B-array configuration used by the FIRST survey can detect emission on angular scales larger than 45 arcseconds, our ability to translate from FIRST to NVSS (in a manner that is superior to a simple convolution), suggests that RadioGAN is able to use the low signal-to-noise information on the larger angular scales that is available for longer-baseline observations. On the other hand, the availability of long-baseline information is non-existent in short-baseline observations and this is reflected by our results in attempting to translate from NVSS to FIRST. RadioGAN did not simply convolve the FIRST cutouts with a different, about five times bigger kernel (PSF for optical images), but learned some underlying structures. This resulted in an overall performance of over a third of the sources being generated within a 20% deviation range for both size and flux density for the best GAN architecture that was tested in the scope of this project. It is possible that this performance might still be improved further by additional modifications. The generated cutouts are often not visually recognizable as fake images. The NVSS to FIRST translation did not yield a comparable success rate, which was expected due to the angular resolution of FIRST being almost ten times better. Nevertheless RadioGAN was able to generate the counterparts within a 20% margin for the majority of circular sources with average size and flux density, whose brightness was sufficient such that contrast with the background was good. It also learns some more complex underlying structures, which is remarkable considering that such structures are completely hidden in the NVSS cutouts.
There are several modifications that could be done in order to further improve the performance of RadioGAN. In regard to the technical set up and the architecture, we see the following three alterations as the most promising: Firstly, instead of just using 1-band images with the total intensity, 3-band cutouts with the three Stokes planes could be used. Secondly, different interpolation algorithms and other scaling methods could be tested. Thirdly, the loss functions and overall architecture of the GAN can be modified to an arbitrary degree of complexity. Those modifications might result in an improvement, since by performing a more exhaustive search of the overall architecture-and parameterspace, a better combination could be found. Another possibility would be to alter the composition of the data sets in order to put more emphasis on specific translations. Since 54% of the original FIRST cutouts contain a point source, both RadioGANs training and its performance analysis is nat-urally biased towards point sources. By modifying the data set composition it is possible to counteract this natural bias and to specialize RadioGAN for a certain task. For example increasing the number of cutouts containing complex sources for training could improve RadioGANs performance on resolved sources, while a similar composition of the test set would increase the relative weight of those translations in the evaluation. Additionally a more sophisticated approach could be used for source extraction.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the possibilities and difficulties of attaining images with a larger range of angular scales from radio synthesis observations through exploring image-to-image translations from two radio surveys using two different VLA array configurations.
• There is more information contained in radio data than visually noticeable.
• GANs are able to learn complex underlying relations between sources in different radio surveys, as they can achieve subbeam resolution and recover large structures that are resolved out.
• RadioGAN is able to do a satisfying image-to-image translation for most cutouts, generating over half of the sources within a 20% margin of the original source size for the FIRST to NVSS translation, whereas the inverse translation is slightly less successful.
• RadioGAN could be used as a tool, both to recover more of the total emission and to generate a cutout of a source with a different angular resolution, as well as an instrument to find particularly interesting sources.
Overall RadioGAN succeeds in performing both translations with satisfactory results, and thus a range of further possibilities emerged. The future of radio surveys could be substantially influenced by the possibilities of machine learning. The results for the FIRST to NVSS translation are promising, so that after more extensive training and with an ideal method its success rate would be satisfactory. Thus it might be a possibility to only conduct comprehensive surveys at a high angular resolution and obtain estimates for extended flux density by using GANs. After a thorough analysis of failures from a large test set, candidates for bad RadioGAN performance might be identified. For those sources a second survey could be done in order to still have accurate information of their large scale structures. For the mapping form NVSS to FIRST, the results were extremely interesting, while not as promising as the FIRST to NVSS translation. Thus the reasonable option would be to use RadioGAN for extended flux estimates as mentioned above with a FIRST to NVSS translation, while also performing the inverse translation in order to see what can be learned from given data, since this can give some interesting insights into the contained information. RadioGAN's ability to translate from a higher angular resolution to one that has greater surface brightness sensitivity is very promising for future SKA-mid pathfinder surveys such as MeerKAT and ASKAP, which can attain angular resolution of a few arcseconds. Similarly, spectral line surveys such as those of atomic Hydrogen (HI) in and around nearby galaxies can also benefit from RadioGAN's ability to extract diffuse extended emission. For example, recent early science HI observations from the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder still find that higher angular resolution observations are typically missing some of the emission detected by previous single-dish HI observations (Reynolds et al. 2018 ).
The code for RadioGAN is available at space.ml/proj/RadioGAN.html 1 Figure B1 . Original Cygnus A data used for the simulations, obtained from Perley et al. (1984) . The pixel values have been scaled for display, but not for the simulations. RadioGAN generates extended, diffuse flux as in the original cutout, but generates a significantly different background. Those deviations are due to the fact that the GAN has not been trained on such clean data at all, and thus cannot account for the differences between measured and simulated data. Figure C1 . All images from left to right: ground truth (original NVSS), output (RadioGAN generated NVSS), input (original FIRST). The top four examples show translations where Radio-GAN was able to recover the extended flux well, whereas the bottom three examples show interesting failures. RadioGAN performed badly on cutouts where the structure in NVSS does not resemble the structure in FIRST at all, so that upon visual inspection it would not be obvious that the two surveys show the same source(s). Figure C2 . All images from left to right: ground truth (original FIRST), output (RadioGAN generated FIRST), input (original NVSS). The top four examples show translations where RadioGAN was able to (partly) recover the resolved structure, whereas the bottom three examples show typical failures. RadioGAN tends to avoid source generation, and thus often double sources or complex structures result in a generated single point source or no source at all. In the bottom cutout a resolved double source close to two brighter sources can be seen, with the faint double source not being generated, while the brighter sources are distinguishable. Figure D1 . Size to flux density distribution for original NVSS sources (blue crosses) and RadioGAN generated sources (red dots). Figure E1 . Size to size distribution for the entire test set. There was no lower limit set, neither in flux nor in size, so that every cutout is included. Thus many very faint, small sources in FIRST are contained in the distribution. The size of their corresponding sources in NVSS can span over a large range, with an accummulation at rather big sizes compared to FIRST. There is no easily recognizable relation, with the only visible trend being that the sources are bigger in NVSS than in FIRST, as expected from the different angular resolution of the two surveys. Figure F2 . All images from left to right: ground truth (original FIRST), output (RadioGAN generated FIRST), input (original NVSS). Two examples shown from the top and bottom 1% of cutouts in each category (NRMSE, PSNR, and SSIM) for the NVSS to FIRST translation. Cutouts that perform well in regard to NRMSE have easily distinguishable sources, single or double, against a fair background. Cutouts with a high NRMSE consist only of background, originating both from fair and dark background in NVSS. PSNR values behave contrariwise, with the top 1% consisting of background cutouts, since there the error is small due to the minor difference in pixel values, while the maximum signal is fixed according to the pixel range. The PSNR is low if either the background deviates significantly from the average background, or if a source is generated, but shifted in position such that the error is twice the source. The top 1% concerning SSIM contain both sources and background cutouts where the overall structure was generated very similarly to the original. Cutouts perform badly in regard to the SSIM if they contain structured background, which is not generated accordingly.
